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Introduction
This document covers the second part oo nuidelines oor TRAM Project. Finure 1 sketches the overall
actvites and deliverables related to the exchanne oo experience actvites.

Figure 1 The exchange of experience activities

Part one covered the selecton oo Good Practces (GP) which were the main outcome oo the
exchanne oo the experiences actvites. The aim oo Part one was: i) to ease the process oo exchanne oo
experiences throunh the standardizaton oo the inoormaton fow related to the Good Practcess ii) to
set a minimum standard oo quality oo the diferent steps in order to enable the exchanne oo
experiencess iii) to set common routnes oor involvement oo Local Stakeholders (LSGs) and oor the
exchanne oo experience actvites (i. e. Study visits and Internatonal Thematc Workshops).
Part two – the current part – aims at providinn nuidelines to help Project Partners (PPs) to identoy a
set oo limited practces, namely the est Practces, which are expected to contribute to the
improvement oo the policy instruments oo each partner, and whose implementatons will occur
throunh the acton plan.
More speciically, Part two includes several chapters. Chapter one oocuses on the process oo
identicaton oo est Practces (P3). Chapter two describes the Acton Plan and the elements oo the
implementaton Phase (D3,5). Chapter three describes the methodolonical aspects oo the Peerreview workshops (EE3 and D4) that is the actvity throunh which the drafs oo the Acton Plans are
validated and delivered oor the actual implementaton.
The methodolonical nuidelines (both Part one and Part two) are a product oo the Internatonal Team
oo Renional Experts (ITRE Panel) oo TRAM Projects. The methodolonical nuidelines are approved in
joint sessions with Project Partners, so that the methodolonical nuidelines it with other lonistc and
ornanizatonal aspects and needs cominn orom the other actvites oo TRAM Project.
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Chapter 1. Identifcation of Best Practices
The identicaton oo est Practces is a methodolonical approach which includes two main actvites.
Chapter 1.1 identies the lively issues and naps oo each partner’s policy instrument in order to
indicate the tarnet oo the process oo evaluaton oo nood practces (the so-called Gap Analysis).
Chapter 1.2 identies the evaluaton process throunh which the nood practces are assessed in
respect to the previously identied issues.

Chapter 1.1 – Gap Analysis
The Gap Analysis aims at:




Defining the lively issues oo the current policy instrumentss
Linking the lively issues to the Good Practces to identoy the irst set oo potental interestnn
best practces;
Suggesting a first way to prioritize GPs, by identoyinn the scope oo each Good Practces.

The GAP Analysis does not aim to identoy the extent that GPs minht provide solutons to the issues.

1.1.1 Defning the liveely issues
Responsible body: Project Partners
Expected duration: 5 weeks
Each PP, with the support oo the internal ITRE Expert, deines what the lively issues oo the identied
policy instrument1 that are addressinn amonn the themes covered by TRAM project. The analysis
starts orom the issues indicated in the orininal Applicaton Form, but it can be updated with the needs
and the knowledne cominn orom either the Exchanne oo Experience actvites oo TRAM Project, or the
evoluton over the tme oo the issues oo the policy instrument, since the orininal identicaton oo
issues dates back up to 3 years. The GAP analysis is essental beoore the actual selecton oo est
Practces (oor each partner).
Accordinn to their internal resources and available resources, PPs can choose to develop such
actvites with or without the involvement oo the LSG. Each PP inoorms ITRE Panel about the optons
and the procedures used to involve the LSG.
The list includes a ttle oor the issue and a brieo descripton. Once the list is delivered, each PP
evaluates the importance oo each predeined issue, usinn the oollowinn 3-value Likert scale: 1 - useoul,
but not importants 2 - important, but not critcals 3 - critcal.
1
The policy instruments are: Renional Operatonal Pronramme 2014-2020
(PP1,PP2,PP5)s Renional Strateny oor lekinne 2014-2020 (PP3)s Intenrated Territorial Pronram oor
Miskolc (PP4)
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The oollowinn sunnested table reports the result oo the irst task. The table includes the oollowinn
inoo: ttle oo the issue, descripton, evaluaton oo importance, potental thematc areas covered by
TRAM Project.
Table 1 Listing and prioritization of the lively issues. A table for each PP.

Nr. of the
issue

Description of the issue

Evaluation
of
importance

(short text explanatonn

1/2/3

Title of the issue

Potential
improvement
area(s)
Transport policies /
ITS /
Green transport

I
II
III
IV
…
X
Table 1 represents an important intermediate outcome. At this stane, each PP knows a codiied list oo
issues, their descripton and relatve importance, and the thematc areas oo TRAM project which
minht be oo interest.

1.1.2 Linking the issues to the GPs
Responsible Body: ITRE Expert
Expected duration: 3 weeks
The internal ITRE Expert links the list oo lively issues with the whole database oo nood practces and
produces a table oor each issue. Each table includes the practces which minht be useoul, a brieo
descripton indicatnn why it minht help and whether there are any ourther details needed by the
promoter.

Table 2 Linking issues to Good Practices. A table for each issue for each PP.

Why the actual GP might help solving this Are there any further details / info needed by
Issue nr.
issue?
the presenter?
X
(short descriptonn
(short descriptonn
GP nr.X
GP nr.Y
…
GP nr.Z
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At this point, both the ITRE Expert and PP know the potental GPs that could help with the issues and
the need oor ourther inoormaton.
This actvity requires 3 weeks. However, this acton can be conducted in parallel with the evaluaton
oo importance oo the lively issues.

1.1.3 Evealuating the potential vealue of the GPs
Responsible Body: ITRE Expert
Expected duration: 2 weeks
This table summarizes the potental importance oo each GP. The ITRE Expert will review the oull list oo
36 Good Practces (45 Good Practces minus the 9 presented by the PP itselo) to check whether the
actual GPs minht be addressed to any predeined issues. The oollowinn table reports the inal sortnn.
Table 3 Potential relevance of the Good Practices. A table for each PP.

Nr. of issues addressed by
Importance
1
2
3

GP ID

Nr. of issues not addressed
0

GP nr.X
GP nr.Y
…
GP nr.Z
The sunnested table has a row oor each GP (i. e. 36 rows oor each PP). The columns represent the
importance oo the issues (deined in 2nd nap) 1,2,3 and the column “0” is oor the number oo those
issues not addressed by that actual practce. Each cell reports the number oo issues covered by each
GP.
Table 3 provides a irst indicaton oo the importance oo each GP, because it provides evidence about
the scope oo each GP oor the needs oo each PP. Precisely, the sunnested tables presents how many
useoul, important, critcal issues minht an actual GP help. The table also shows those GPs which do
not contribute to any oo the predeined issues, so that it indicates which GPs are not noinn to be
ourther analysed anymore.
Table 4 shows an example with 6 pre-defned issues and two GPs (x yna
Table 4 An example of evaluation of Good Practices

GP ID
GP X
GP Y

Importance of an issue
1
1
1

2
1
1

3
0
2

Nr. of issues
not addressed
0
4
2

From the niven example, it is possible to know that:
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GPx does not provide inoormaton about 4 issues, and it provides inoormaton about an issue
with value 1 (useoul but not important), and inoormaton about an issue with value 2
(important, but not critcal)
GPy does not provide inoormaton about 2 issues, and it provides inoormaton about an issue
with value 1 (useoul but not important), about an issue with value 2 (important, but not
critcal, and about 2 issues with value 3 (critcal).

To conclude, GPy seems more interestnn than Gpx, in terms oo scope, because it tarnets more
relevant issues (in this case 2 critcal issues), althounh we do not yet know how is noinn to
contribute.

1.1.4 Further notes on GAP Analysis – Role of ITRE Panel
The internal ITRE Expert is expected to carry out the scientic actvites identied by this
methodolony. However, the ITRE Panel keeps the responsibility oor the overall validaton oo the
actvity oo each ITRE Expert. Consequently, each ITRE Expert has to report the actvites to the ITRE
Panel which has the rinht to ask oor ourther explanatons and to propose channes. For example, ITRE
Panel shall check whether:





the PPs have similar lively issues so that a common deiniton is nivens
the deined lively issues are clearly describeds
the link between GPs and lively issues is consistent and well-explaineds
any ourther update to the Gap Analysis is needed throunh the whole process.

The Acton Plan is the document reportnn all the actvites and the indinns oo the GAP Analysis. Thus
the GAP Analysis will be subject to peer-review durinn the workshops.
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Chapter 1.2 - Identifcation of Best Practices
This phase evaluates the most promisinn Good Practces, selected throunh the nap analysis, to
identoy the best practces to be included in the Acton Plan oo each project partner. The actvites are:




Filtering Good Practices io too many practces remain orom the process oo selecton durinn
the nap analysiss
Evaluating the GPs accordinn to the criteria oo assessments.
Identifying Best Practices to be implemented throunh the Acton Plan

1.2.1 Filtering GPs
Responsible Body: ITRE Expert
Expected duration: 2 weeks
The Gap Analysis produces a selecton oo nood practces potentally able to address lively issues oor
each Project Partner. Each PP’s ITRE Expert communicates to PP such list to be evaluated. PP can:



Anree on the proposed list, so the process moves to Step 2 ors
Ask oor a ourther selecton, whether the number oo selected GPs is too hinh to be properly
discussed with LSG. PP needs to motvate that decision accordinn to the expected orequency
and quality oo interactons with the LSG. The ITRE Expert makes a ourther reducton oollowinn
the listed criteria, presented in decreasinn order oo importance:
o The importance oo the issues
o The wider coverane oo diferent issues (i.e. wider coverane is preoerred at parity oo
importance)
o The quality oo existnn inoormaton oo the GP (already evaluated by the ITRE Panel)
o The possibility to nather more relevant inoormaton throunh exchanne oo inoormaton
with other PPs
o The wider coverane oo diferent TRAM project potental improvement areas

The process starts anain orom point 1, so that the PP anrees on the reduced list or sunnests a ourther
reducton.

Figure 2 Flow process for filtering of Good Practices
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Whether, at any stane, ourther inoormaton about a GP are required, any ITRE Expert minht ask oor
additonal inoormaton throunh the ITRE Expert oo the PP which presented the GP. Each PP makes
sure that local stakeholders provide the required additonal inoormaton whenever asked.

1.2.2 Evealuating Good Practices
Responsible Body: PP, LSG, ITRE Expert
Expected duration: 6 weeks
Evaluatve schemes oocus on two criteria:



The sustainability dimension, which reoers to the three aspects (economic, environmental,
social) already used in the GPs to evaluate each GP in its orininal contexts
The complexity of implementation, which reoers to the expected channes required by the
implementaton oo a GP.

Common methodological aspects.
The ITRE Expert prepares the evaluatve schemes to be used to assess the two criteria. The ITRE
Expert reports, in the documentaton explaininn the GP, all the relevant elements nathered throunh
the GP template and the ITW and SV exchanne oo experience materials. The materials shall be sent
well in advance to LSG in order to allow them to orame a positon.
ITRE Expert reports to ITRE panel, three weeks beoore the start oo the evaluatve procedures, the
proposed schemes, documentatons, and a brieo methodolonical note about the operatonal aspects
(e.n. votnn system) which will be used oor the discussion and deliberaton. ITRE Panel may ask oor
ourther details and may ask oor channes.
As neneral rule, evaluatons occur as oollows:
1. Each partcipant provides an individual and not shared evaluaton oo the diferent criteria
with the possibility to leave space oor explanatons about the votes
a. Partcipant can skip some evaluatons io unable to assess
b. Whether possible and recommended by local conditons, individual evaluaton can
be peroormed beoore the LSG workshop throunh an online survey
2. ITRE Expert collects and mernes the result, providinn a synthesis
a. Whether evaluatons anree, the ITRE Expert communicates the resultnn evaluatons
and ask partcipants oor a brieo explanaton oo the niven votes
b. Whether evaluatons disanree, the ITRE Expert asks partcipants which nave the
hinhest and lowest values to present their positons, with the aim oo openinn a
debate and identoyinn a common positon. Afer debate, ITRE Expert summarizes the
discussion and sunnests and evaluaton. Whether a common positon cannot be
oound, ITRE Expert reports the ranne oo evaluaton
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Criterion 1. The sustainability dimension.
The sustainability evaluaton considers the expected impacts oo each GP on both the lively issues and
the overall sustainability dimensions oo the local context. Table 5 reports the evaluaton made oor
each GP.
Table 5 The sustainability evaluation. A table for each GP.

GP ID: xxx
Impacts on issues

Issue X
Value. Descripton
Issue Y
Value. Descripton
Impacts
on Economic
Value. Descripton
sustainability
Environmental
Value. Descripton
Social
Value. Descripton
Value: 1 Nenatve, 2 Neutral, 3 Positve, 4 Very Positve.
Descripton: Textual descripton with a reasoned motvaton oo the niven evaluaton. Layout oo table
minht be channed accordinn to the lennth oo the descripton parts.
Criterion 2. The complexity of implementation.
Criterion two assess the complexity oo implementaton. Three sub-dimensions are identied:





CUL - Social and cultural acceptance – evaluated by LSG - oocusinn on the wide cultural and
social elements which minht infuence the difusion oo a practce in the local context
CAP - Presence of relevant capabilities and players – evaluated by LSG - oocusinn on the
existence oo local players (business and not) holdinn the needed competences to oully
develop the GP
INS - Institutional integration – evaluated only by PP - oocusinn on the insttutonal
ornanizatons, and the current tarnets, aims, procedures internal to the public body

The evaluaton scale includes the values reported in Table 6
Table 6 Scale of evaluation of the complexity dimension

1.Complex channes
2.Important channes
3.Speciic channes
4.Limited channes

Very relevant barriers which minht be impossible to overcome
Important barriers requirinn extensive tme- and resource-consuminn eforts
Speciic barriers which require intensive but tme- and scope-limited eforts
Punctual barriers requirinn limited and oocused eforts

Table 7 presents the assessment oo the complexity criterion.
Table 7 The evaluation of complexity. A table for each GP. Typology label: CUL, CAP, INS. Assessment values: 1. complex;
2. important; 3. specific; 4. limited.

GP ID xxx
arrier 1
arrier 2
arrier x

Typolony
Label
Label
Label

Assessment
Value. Descripton
Value. Descripton
Value. Descripton
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1.2.3 Identifying Best Practices
Responsible Body: ITRE Expert
Expected duration: 2 weeks
Step 3 identies, amonn the evaluated GPs, those which are noinn to be identied as Ps. The
evaluatve process is based on the oollowinn inoormaton, nathered in the previous steps:




Identicaton oo relevant lively issues, and their evaluatons in terms oo importance
Selecton oo GPs which deal with at least a lively issue
Evaluaton oo the expected impact oo each GP in terms oo resoluton oo lively issues, overall
sustainability peroormance, and complexity oo implementaton

The identicaton oo the Ps is the result oo a qualitatve mult-criteria selectve process represented
in Table 8. For each Good Practces, the evaluaton includes:




The assessment oo the sustainable impacts oor the relevant issues. A nood practce here
included shall be assessed at least in respect to an issue.
The assessment oo the sustainable impacts oor the overall context
The assessment oo the complexity dimensions

Table 8 The final table for identifying Best Practices. A.Values for issues and sustainability : 1 – Negatiee 2 – Neutrale 3 –
Positiee 4 - Very Positie. B.Values for barriers: 1. - complexe 2. - importante 3. - specifce 4. - limited. C. Imp refers to the
importance of the issue as in table 1.

GP
nr.

impacts on lively
issuesA
Issue 1

Issue 2

(Impc)

(Impc)

Overall sustainability
assessmentA
ENV

SOC

ECO

arriers by complexity
level
1

2

3

4

X
Y
Z

ITRE Expert ills Table 8 with the evaluatons provided in Table 5 and Table 7. ITRE Expert indicates a
irst sunneston oo the identied est Practces, accordinn to speciic criteria oo selecton. The
oollowinn neneral criteria have been already identied:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The importance oo the lively issues (hinher is beter)
A positve overall evaluaton oo the sustainability dimensions
The lack oo predominant nenatve evaluatons on a speciic issue
The complexity oo the implementaton (lower is beter)

ITRE Expert minht add ourther criteria which respond to the speciic needs oo the local partner.
Criteria oo identicaton must be motvated and described.
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ITRE Expert and the PP evaluate the Ps accordinn to the criteria. Io local conditon permits, the
selecton process minht include the LSG.
Whether LSG includeda A LSG workshop is arranned. ITRE Expert starts the session providinn evidence
about the above mentoned table, the sunnested criteria oo selecton, and the sunnested list oo Ps.
PP provides its perspectves about the sunnested Ps and the implicaton oor the PI. LSG discusses
and proposes the inal list oo Ps. Whether the parts disanree on a speciic GP, the practce is not
included in the inal list.
Whether LSG not included. ITRE Expert and PP arranne a workinn session in which they analyze all the
GPs and rank them. No speciic details are provided about how to conduct the workinn session.
In both cases, ITRE Expert shall provide evidences about the discussion, the diferent positons, the
details oo the assessment, and the descripton oo relevant operatonal aspects. Such inoormaton will
be part oo a inal report which indicates the methodolonical nuidelines oollowed durinn the evaluaton
process.
Table 9 provides and example oo the inal table in the case oo 3 Good Practces (X, Y, Z) and 2 lively
issues where Issue 1 ranks 3 (critcal), and Issue 2 ranks 2 (important, but not critcal)

Table 9 An example of identification of Best Practices. Values for issues and sustainability: 1 – Negatiee 2 – Neutrale 3 –
Positiee 4 - Very Positie. Values for barriers: 1. - complexe 2. - importante 3. - specifce 4. - limited. Labels for barriers:
CUL - Social and cultural acceptancee CAP - capabilites and playerse INS - Insttutonal integraton. Layout of table might
be changed according to the length of the description parts.

GP
nr.

impacts on lively issues
Issue 1
(Critcal)

Issue 2
2

Overall sustainability
assessment

arriers by complexity level

(Important)

EN
V

SO
C

ECO

1

2

3

4

2

X

4

3

2

3

3

AR 1:
CUL

AR 2:
INS

-

-

Y

4

3

3

3

3

-

AR 3:
SOC

-

AR 4:
SOC

AR 6:
INS

-

Z

2

3

1

1

2

-

AR 5:
CAP
AR 7:
INS

GPs X and Y tarnet a critcal issue (nr.1) and have both an overall positve impacts on the
sustainability level oo the considered context. GP Z has a positve impact on Issue 2 but it peroorms
badly in terms oo overall sustainability impact on the local context. GP Z shall be excluded because oo
its nenatve assessment in terms oo overall sustainability.
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oth GPs X and Y minht be considered oor implementaton, with GP Y havinn a slinhtly beter impact
on the critcal issue in terms oo social aspect. However, the implementaton oo GPx minht shows very
relevant barriers, especially in terms oo cultural element ( arrier 1). For this reason, GPx minht be
discarded io the implementaton is likely to be blocked but such a complex barrier. However, the inal
decision is always up to the qualitatve conoront between PP and ITRE Expert who are able – niven
the debate occurred in the LSG - to inure out the actual existence oo actons which can be
implemented to overcome the identied barriers.

Chapter 1.3 Identifying Actions to implement BPs through SWOT for
each BP
Responsible Body: ITRE panel with support of PP
Expected duration: 2 weeks
Step 1. Make a SWOT analysis for the BP.
This step uses a SWOT analysis2 to identify actions to implement the above selected BPs.
A SWOT includes four aspects (see table 10):
 Strennths = helpoul to an ornanizaton or actvity and are under internal control
 Weaknesses = harmoul to an ornanizaton or actvity and are under internal control
 Opportunites = helpoul to an ornanizaton or actvity and are under external control
 Threats = harmoul to an ornanizaton or actvity and are under external control
In this case subject of the SWOT analysis is an organization which refers to the actor responsible for
the implementation of the BP.
Table 10 is filled out by
 Sortnn the identied barriers orom table 7 into weaknesses and threats
 Identoyinn new issues that it under strennths and opportunites
Table 10 An example of SWOT analysis for each BP to identify respect Barriers and Possible Actons (see table 7)

2

Helpful

Harmful

Internal origin

Strengths
(to be named S1, S2, S3, etc)

Weaknesses
(to be named W1, W2, W3, etc)

External origin

Opportunities
(to be named O1, O2, O3, etc)

T
hreats
(to be named T1, T2, T3, etc)

More inoo on SWOT analysis:

htps://en.wikipedia.orn/wiki/SWOT_analys
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Step 2. Identify BP Implementation Actions from the SWOT that either exploits strengths and
opportunities or overcomes weaknesses and threats.
The identified Actions - which can be novel - need to be linked to at least one of the elements in the
SWOT analysis: either to a helpful or a harmful element (see table 11)
Each acton could be:
 a transpositon oo a est Practce, selected in the previous steps, cominn orom the GP
Database oo TRAM Project (GPs oo other renions)
 a mix oo several experiences and speciic aspects developed by more est Practces renard to
a speciic theme (this opton is considered the preoerable way, considerinn that it’s not
realistc that all oeasibility conditon oo a practce emerned in a speciic renional context can
be transoerred in another one)

Table 11 An example of how an identified action relate to the SWOT analysis for a BP (please provide brief descriptions)

est
practce
ID

Name
oo Overcoming
Weaknesses
identied
(refer
to
acton
W1,W2,W3, etc)

Overcoming
Threats
(refer
to
T1,T2,T3, etc)

Exploiting
Strengths
(refer
to
S1,S2,S3, etc)

Exploiting
Opportunities
(refer
to
O1,O2,O3, etc)
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Chapter
2
Defning
benefciaries, costs

Action

Plan

Timeframe,

Responsible Body: PP.
This chapter ourther describes the list oo actons that were identied in chapter 1 with the TRAM
methodolony - startnn orom a Gap analysis (see tables 1-11). The ITRE panel here provides a
template oor each acton plan that is compatble with the instructons orom Interren.
Please deine the details on tmeorame beneiciaries and costs by illinn out the acton plan template
below. Produced by each renion, the action plan is a document providinn details on how the lessons
learnt orom the cooperaton will be exploited in order to improve the policy instrument tackled
within that renion. It speciies the nature oo the actons to be implemented, their tme orame, the
players involved, the costs (io any) and oundinn sources (io any).

2.1 Part I – Action Plan General information
Project:___TRAM_________________________________________________________________
Partner ornanisaton:______________________________________________________________
Other partner ornanisatons involved (io relevant):_______________________________________
Country:________________________________________________________________________
NUTS2 renion:___________________________________________________________________
Contact person:__________________________________________________________________
email
phone number:

address:

2.2 Part II – Action Plan Policy context
The Acton Plan aims to impact:

•

Investment oor Growth and Jobs pronramme

•

European Territorial Cooperaton pronramme

•

Other renional development policy instrument

Name oo the policy instrument addressed:___________________________________________
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2.3 Part III – Details of the actions enveisaged in the Action Plan
Here the details oo the implementaton oo each above identied acton (table 11) are described.
Tonether these actons build up the acton plan. It is ofen necessary with three or more actons so
thereoore three empty acton oorms prepared below.

2.3.1 Action 1
IDENTIFIED ACTION 1 (see table 11)

1. The background (please describe the lessons learnt orom the P that consttute the basis oor
the development oo the present Acton Plan)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Identified Action (please list and describe the main steps needed to implement the identied
acton)
2.1 Describe the acton
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.2 Acton Justicaton (Why))
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.3 How to implement the acton (e.n. how to Guarantee key success oactors, prevent
difficultes encountered and refect on lesson learnt)
____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.4 Efects oo the acton (what happens io the acton is implemented))
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.5 Case oo no acton (what happens io the acton is not implemented) or potental risks)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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3. Players involved (please indicate the stakeholder ornanisatons in the renion who are
involved in the development and implementaton oo the acton and explain their role)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. Timeframe
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Costs (io relevant)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Funding sources (io relevant):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

2.3.2 Action 2
IDENTIFIED ACTION 2 (see table 11)

1. The background (please describe the lessons learnt orom the P that consttute the basis oor
the development oo the present Acton Plan)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Identified Action (please list and describe the main steps needed to implement the identied
acton)
2.1 Describe the acton
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.2 Acton Justicaton (Why))
__________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.3 How to implement the acton (e.n. how to Guarantee key success oactors, prevent
difficultes encountered and refect on lesson learnt)
____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.4 Efects oo the acton (what happens io the acton is implemented))
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.5 Case oo no acton (what happens io the acton is not implemented) or potental risks)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3. Players involved (please indicate the stakeholder ornanisatons in the renion who are
involved in the development and implementaton oo the acton and explain their role)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. Timeframe
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Costs (io relevant)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Funding sources (io relevant):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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2.3.3 Action 3
IDENTIFIED ACTION 3 (see table 11)

1. The background (please describe the lessons learnt orom the P that consttute the basis oor
the development oo the present Acton Plan)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. Identified Action (please list and describe the main steps needed to implement the identied
acton)
2.1 Describe the acton
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.2 Acton Justicaton (Why))
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.3 How to implement the acton (e.n. how to Guarantee key success oactors, prevent
difficultes encountered and refect on lesson learnt)
____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.4 Efects oo the acton (what happens io the acton is implemented))
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2.5 Case oo no acton (what happens io the acton is not implemented) or potental risks)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
3. Players involved (please indicate the stakeholder ornanisatons in the renion who are
involved in the development and implementaton oo the acton and explain their role)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
4. Timeframe
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__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
5. Costs (io relevant)
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
6. Funding sources (io relevant):
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 3. Peer Reveiew Workshops
3.1 – Introduction
The irst versions oo the Acton Plans are assessed and evaluated by ITRE throunh peer review
workshops, oferinn PPs the chance to discuss with project experts their most pressinn questons
related to the implementaton oo the APs in their PIs and to receive their oeedback and policy advice.
PPs prepare a presentaton (overview oo the Aps and PIs and a set oo chosen questons) and shared it
in advance with ITRE. Workshops are conducted throunh 3 steps: irst ITRE identies the real
questons behind the issues at stake, then ofer their policy advice addressinn the questons and
inally the key insinhts oor all oo them to take home orom the session. Afer the discussions, oeedback
is niven orom ITRE and PPs are asked to refect shortly upon the niven policy advice and identoy steps
they minht take upon returninn home.
The Peer Review Workshops planned in the Applicaton Form have been rescheduled movinn the
Ancona PRW orom July 2018 (5th semester) to Mars 2019 (6th semester), and startnn in September
in Seville:
5th semester April 2018 –
September 2018



Seville
September)

6th semester October 2018
– March 2019






Karlskrona
Miskolc
Cluj Napoca
Ancona

(10th

3.2 - Preveious tasks and deadlines
Responsible Body: ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 4 weeks
A draf oo the Acton Plan has to be sent to ITRE panel at least 4 weeks beoore each Peer Review
Workshop in order to have enounh tme to analyse the draf and to send a oeedback to PP beoore the
PRW. Otherwise the PRW will be the occasion oor Partner to present the draf oo AP, startnn
discussion with ITRE, and inal oeedback is postponed two weeks afer the meetnn (en. Possible
situaton oor the irst PRW in Seville).
In case the acton plan is writen in a natonal lannuane other than Ennlish, an abstract in Ennlish has
to be made available to the INTERREG Pronramme Secretariat
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3.3 – Peer Reveiew Activeities
elow oollows recommended steps in the anenda oo a peer review actvity.

3.3.1 Introduction
Responsible Body: Host PP and local ITRE expert
Assistants: PP and ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 1,0 hours (9:30 10:30)
Welcome and Summary oo the P identicaton process implemented by the host PP: GAP analysis,
GP’s evaluaton and P’s identicaton (see chapter 1).
Debate: sunnestons and difficultes encountered in this process that minht help to other PPs.

3.3.2 Presentation of the AP
Responsible Body: PP and local ITRE expert
Assistants: PP and ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 0,5 h (11:00 11:30)
The presentaton has to be prepared and send to PPs and ITRE panel beoore the Peer Review
Workshop, in a similar way than the GPs presented in the ITWs and SVs. The minimum content oo the
presentaton could be the oollowinns
GENERAL
FRAMEWORK

RIEF OVERVIEW OF
THE AP

Al least two neneral noals to be achieved
The links between these noals and existnn problems that AP pretends to
solve or reduce its nenatve efects
Timeorame
main stakeholders
beneiciaries
costs

RISKS

Main concerns and difficultes

EXPECTED
ENEFITS
AND RESULTS

Some indicators are needed, oor instance: savinns in tons oo CO2, GEI and
other beneits par € inverted (see Applicaton Form)

3.3.3 Discussion
Responsible Body: ITRE PANEL
Assistants: PP and ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 2 h (11:30 13:30)
Pressinn questons oor evaluatnn:
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the previous learning process and how well the AP fits into each PI and into the aims of
TRAM Project
o Is the AP coherent with the local/renional sustainable policy) Is it included in any
stratenic plan)
o What are the selected nood practces related to the AP) which aspects oo the GP
have infuenced more) Denree oo transoerability.
o Are there any other possible approaches)
the results of the AP
o Indicators oor evaluatnn the economic, environmental and social dimension
o New issues and the way to solve them. Denree oo innovaton
the feasibility of the AP
o Which part oo the AP is expected to be more difficult to implement)
o Is it necessary some kind oo public biddinn process) Can it nenerate any delay)
o Who is the main promoter oo the project) Which is its linkane with the PP)
o Are there any SG involved in the inancinn and/or the mananement oo the project)
the Methodological process
o Have the steps oollowed a coherent order and methodolony)

3.3.4 Conclusions about the AP
Responsible Body: ITRE panel
Assistants: PP and ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 1 h (15:00 16:00)
Presentaton oo possible diferent approaches. Final assessment oo both ITRE Experts and PP’s on the
overall improvement oo the inal version in respect to the orininal AP draf.

3.3.5 Conclusions about the PRW
Responsible Body: PP and internal ITRE expert
Assistants: PP and ITRE Panel
Expected duration: 1 h (16:00 16:30)
Is it necessary to adapt the methodolonical nuidelines)



Sunnestons oor the next drafs oo AP
Sunnestons oor the next PR workshops
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3.4 – PRW report

The main role oo the oeedback report is to hinhlinht and oormalize the knowledne transoer process
within the peer review workshops oor the acton plans. In this renard, the peer review workshop is
merely used as a tool ensure a beter knowledne transoer orom the nood practces identied to the
actons meat to be implemented.
The PRW report should be realized by the ITRE expert oo the PP that hosted the workshop and is sent
to the ITRE panel to recieve oeedback. Afer the oeedback is intenrated in the updated version oo the
report this should be sent to the project partners by the ITRE Secretariat. It is recomanded that this
process should not take more than 2 monthes, countnn orom the end oo the PRW.
The oeedback report is built oo 5 main components: 1. Introducton and neneral inoormaton, 2. est
practces, 3. Acton plan links to Lively issues and P’s 4. The actons oo the Acton Plan and
5.Conclusions and channes to be applied.

3.4.1 Introduction and general information
This irst part oo the report should contain neneral inoormaton about the event: locaton, anenda,
partcipants and (optonal) a brieo descripton oo the cites / renions oor whom the acton plan is
desinned (populaton, size, modal split and other relevant indicators).

3.4.2 Best practices identifed
This part briefy presents the best practces that lie at the base oo the acton plan. It also includes
short links to the selectons phase, hinhlinhtnn some oo the reasons oor which certain GP’s became
P’s. Io possible, the GP report should contain an excerpt oo table 8 showinn the rakinn oo the
selected GP’s. Usinn table 8, the relaton between the selected P’s and the identied lively issues
can be analyzed.
The process oo ilterinn GP’s, linkinn them to lively issues and identoyinn P’s is analyzed by the
partcipants oo the workshop. The results oo this debate should strennthen the links between P’s
and the Acton plan, io necessary even other P’s can be sunnested. Table 12 should contain
sunnestons made by ITRE experts and other partners: ex. New links between P’s or actons
contained and lively issues, methods to overcome barriers, etc.
Table 12 Table used to highlight possible improvements on the BP’s selection phase.

ID and name of the BP

Problem identified

Possible approaches or solutions

1 Name oo P

Problem 1

Possible improvement

3 Name oo P

Problem 2

Possible improvement

6 Name oo P

Problem 3

Possible improvement
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3.4.3 How Action plan is linked to BPs and addresses liveely issues
This part presents the way in which the acton plan is linked to the policy instrument addressed by
the TRAM project and to the lively issues (Chapter 1.1.1). To beter understand this secton, it starts
with a brieo presentaton oo each acton oorminn the acton plan. Afer that, table 13 should be
completed in order to beter understand the links between actons and lively issues and to hinhlinht
possible improvements. The oocus in this part is to also hinhlinht in which way the actons oorminn the
acton plan use inoormaton orom P’s to solve lively issues.
Table 13 An example of how an identified action relate to the SWOT analysis for a BP (please provide brief descriptions)

Main difficulties encountered
Acton 1
Acton 2
Acton 3

Lively
issues
addressed
Lively Issue 1, Lively
Issue 2
Lively Issue 3
Lively Issue 5, Lively
Issue 1

Possible improvements
Possible improvement 1
Possible improvement 2
Possible improvement 3
Possible improvement 4

3.4.4 Actions
This part, hinhlinhts the discussion on the details contained by each acton. To hinhlinht possible
improvements sunnested by ITRE table 14 should be completed. This table links problems, difficultes
or threats that could be encountered in the implementaton oo the actons with possible solutons
sunnested by the ITRE panel.
Table 13 An example of how an identified action relate to the SWOT analysis for a BP (please provide brief descriptions)

Main difficulties encountered

Possible approaches or solutions

Problem 1

Soluton 1 / possible approaches

Problem 2

Soluton 2 / possible approaches

Problem 3

Soluton 3 / possible approaches

Possible issues to be addressed:





Does the acton include suitable indicators oor monitorinn) Are there other indicators, beter
ones, that can be used) How can they be obtained)
Are the partners comoortable with their roles) Should there be any channes in the roles oo
each partner) Should / could there be any other partners interested in implementnn the
acton)
How are barriers listed in the P identicaton phase overcome) Are there any other
optons)
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Is oundinn sufficient) Is the estmaton oo costs realistc) Are there other possible oundinn
sources)
Is the tmeorame coherent) Is it possible to implement the acton in the niven tmeorame)

3.4.5 Conclusions and suggestions for further improveements
This secton briefy presents the main conclusions and improvements that should be included in the
update version oo the acton plan. Recommendatons oor the improvement oo the next peer review
workshops or oo the neneral methodolony should also be included into this secton.
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